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Tagline

Come quickly, while I’m still here. 

Short Synopsis

After being diagnosed with Alzheimer's, Anne Deveson reflects on her life, memory and history 
as she races against time to pack her 85-year paper trail into boxes destined for the National 
Library of Australia.

Synopsis

Anne Deveson was a magnificent woman: the first female talk-back broadcaster in Australia, she 
was also a writer, activist, mental health advocate, and mother. When Director Sari Braithwaite 
met Anne in 2015, she offered to help transform the 85-year paper trail of Anne's life into a 
mountain of neatly stacked brown boxes to hand over to the National Library of Australia. But 
during this six-month period, Anne’s brain starts to fail her. Alzheimer’s, the illness that took her 
mother and grandmother, is gaining hold. As Anne seeks to make sense of her life through the 
archives, she discovers that the storylines she’s trying to piece together are becoming harder and 
harder to find.
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Extended Synopsis

Anne Deveson was a magnificent woman: the first female talk-back broadcaster in Australia, she 
was also a writer, activist, mental health advocate, and mother.

When director Sari Braithwaite met Anne in 2015, she was attempting to bundle up thousands of 
private papers for the National Library of Australia (NLA). Sari offered to help and over the 
next six months they transform Anne’s 85-year paper trail into a mountain of neatly stacked 
brown boxes for the permanent collection at the NLA.

But during this time, Anne’s brain starts to fail her. Alzheimer’s, the illness that took her mother 
and grandmother, is gaining hold, and she is feeling the pressure to move into care. While she 
has stacks of miscellaneous files to sort, Anne has resolved to keep living in her own home, on 
her own terms.

As she seeks to make sense of her life through the archives, she discovers that the storylines 
she’s seeking to piece together are becoming harder and harder to find. What to keep, what to 
discard? Anne writes in her diary, “Who am I to think I matter?”

The film weaves between Anne Deveson’s present and past as we time travel through her rich 
archive, exploring the changes and repetitions that appear over a lifetime. While Anne may be 
packing her life’s work into boxes it is, at best, a mirage of order. The chaotic beauty of Anne 
Deveson, or any of us, defies a singular telling or definitive portrait.
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A Magnificent Woman

Anne Deveson was the first female talk-back broadcaster in Australia, a mental health advocate, 
writer, activist, feminist, daughter, mother and grandmother.

Australia can have national amnesia when it comes to remembering the contribution women make 
to society.  Paper Trails celebrates the contribution of an incredible woman.  

A Magnificent Life

It took over six months to archive Anne’s life into 150 neatly packed boxes. The prevalence of 
digital technology today means that Anne’s generation will be the last to have such a long ‘paper’ 
trail.

The film contains never before seen archive from Anne Deveson's collection, including 
unpublished writings from her final journal. 

Anne's archive is now stored in the permanent collection of the National Library of Australia, so 
that future generations may explore, discover, and continue the adventure.
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A Magnificent Story 

When Sari was working with Anne, her Alzheimer’s was getting worse. It’s not often that we get 
to see such a story from within the eye of the storm. Usually we hear from advocates, doctors, 
carers... or we see people with Alzheimer’s on-screen that are so deep in the illness that they 
cannot tell their story. Paper Trails offers a wide-eyed honesty to Alzheimer’s from someone 
living with the illness. 

Paper Trails will be broadcast on ABC-TV’s Compass program, as part of Mental Health week.

 

A Magnificent Team 

All principal creatives of Paper Trails are women - writer/director, producers, cinematographer, 
executive producer and distributor.

We’d also like to acknowledge Mary Crooks AO Executive Director at the Victorian Women’s 
Trust for being an important champion for the film.

Telling this story was made possible through the financial support of Film Victoria, ABC TV, 
The Sky Foundation, Film Art Media, Documentary Australia Foundation, Australian Film 
Television & Radio School, and Alzheimer’s Australia.
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SHORT BIOGRAPHY 

Anne Deveson AO was an acclaimed writer, broadcaster and filmmaker. She rose to 
prominence in Australian public life as the first woman to host a public affairs news 
program on radio. Anne’s ground-breaking book about her son Jonathan’s struggles with 
schizophrenia and his death, Tell Me I’m Here, won the 1991 Human Rights Award for 
non-fiction, and changed the conversation about mental health care in Australia. Under 
Gough Whitlam, she was appointed to the Royal Commission on Human Relationships, 
which sought to explore the taboos creating inequality in the fabric of Australian private 
life.

She was made an Officer of the Order of Australia for services to the media and mental 
health. Anne was mother to Jonathan, Georgia, and Joshua. She was diagnosed with 
Alzheimer’s in 2014 and died in 2016 at the age of 86.
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LONG BIOGRAPHY 
 
Anne Barbara Deveson AO was born in Kuala Lumpur on the 19th of June 1930, and moved to 
England as a young girl.  Formally trained as a journalist, Anne migrated to Australia in 1960 and 
continued her career with the ABC, and as Australia’s first female talkback radio personality on the 
Sydney commercial station 2GB.

In the 1960s Anne became a household face as ‘The Omo Lady’ and appeared in their television 
commercials for a number of years.

She married broadcaster Ellis Blain and the couple had a daughter Georgia, and two sons Jonathan and 
Joshua. Ellis Blain died in 1979, shortly after their divorce.

Her work was always focused on telling the stories of people on the margins, and giving space for voices 
were not being heard. Her films explored issues around sexuality, poverty, disability, feminism, war, 
migrants, refugees, and significantly, mental illness.

Under Gough Whitlam, she was appointed to the Royal Commission on Human Relationships, which 
sought to explore the taboos creating inequality in the fabric of Australian private life.

She was a co-founder and patron of the national body Schizophrenia Australia - which is now called SANE.

In 1983, Anne Deveson was made a Member of the Order of Australia (OM) for services to the media, and 
in 1993, was upgraded to Officer of the Order of Australia (AO).  In 2001 she was awarded the Centenary 
Medal.

Deveson’s long career in the creative industries included stints as the Chairman of the South Australian 
Film Corporation and as director of the Australian Film, Television and Radio School (AFTRS).  She wrote 
six books, and four films.

Deveson lost her mother, grandmother and one of her mother's maternal aunts to Alzheimer’s, and in 2014, 
was herself diagnosed with the illness.  She passed away on December 12, 2016 at the age of 86.
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I met Anne when I was making SMUT HOUNDS - a film about censorship in 1960s Australia. 
She was a newspaper columnist in 1969, and had written a column with this very funny, 
irreverent opening line - so I travelled from Melbourne to Sydney to interview her for the 
research. When I met Anne for coffee, I knew nothing about her, and she remembered nothing 
about censorship. We very quickly moved away from work talk, and had this incredible, hilarious 
and thoughtful conversation about everything: politics, society, feminism, love and relationships. 
I went home and thought “who is this woman?” 

She had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s just before we met, but she hadn’t told me. It was 
clear that she was unwell. She would call me most days to confirm when I was coming next to 
visit - forgetting that we had already met. And so we would talk on the phone a lot, and during 
those chats, we developed a friendship that became the basis for embarking upon this film.

The National Library of Australia (NLA) had been asking Anne for years to entrust her papers 
to them for archiving (I found paper trails with requests going back 35 years). There were boxes 
of papers in every cupboard of her house, and under every bed. Anne had always been chaotic, 
but the Alzheimer’s took that to another level. Finding order was too difficult.
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Early in our phone conversations, Anne expressed her desire to organise her papers. When I 
explained that I was a trained historian, with a background in archive, she thought it was some 
kind of magical conjuring that I was willing to help her (the film I had been working on had 
paused, and I had time on my hands). Once we were in the thick of archiving, she would 
introduce me to people by saying that I “magically appeared to help her pack up the papers” - 
she couldn’t really remember the months of discussions about this, or even how we met…and 
so she just invented a better story. She was a storyteller, and the boringness of the truth never 
got in the way. 

I love archives. I love looking in them, and I love hunting through.  I’ve spent a lot of my 
working life pouring over archive collections. A total sticky beak. I was aware that Anne was part 
of the last generation that would have a full set of papers to hand over to the public record. 
From now on, our greatest thinkers and influencers will hand over hard-drives - but there is 
something extraordinary about an archive that you have to sit and work through page after page 
to learn its mysteries. No search terms, no quick peeks - and the reality that within those 
mountains of boxes, some mysteries will never be found.

Both of my grandmothers died around the time we were making the film. I had been really 
interested in that moment in someone’s life when they know they can’t live independently for 
much longer, but they still aren’t ready to let go of their independence. They are tired, and in 
need of help, but they are not ready for the final phase of their life. When I met Anne, I knew 
that there was this small window. Her health was declining, there was pressure for her to go into 
care, but she still had this job to do, and enormous sass about doing it…and I thought that was a 
momentous change in someone’s life to document.

There were some really hard days, particularly at the end. She was losing weight, and she would 
be in pain, which would make her Alzheimer’s worse. But Alzheimer’s isn’t linear - she would be 
terrible for a couple of days, and then she would come out again, and be magnificent.

It was a special relationship. I think in some ways for me it was a coming of age experience - it 
made me think about what’s important in my life, what isn’t. There is a lot of bullshit and 
insecurity at the beginning of your career, particularly in the arts, and I think I let go of a bit of 
that. Her trust in me gave me a confidence to pursue what I wanted to and I think that was a gift 
she shared with a lot of people. She could make people believe in themselves. Anne taught me to 
be led by kindness, and to be brave.

It was very tricky to balance the roles of archivist, filmmaker, and friend. Anne was very unwell 
by the end of our filming…although whenever I turned the camera on, she had this remarkable 
ability to perform her best self.  The amazing network of Anne’s family and friends always felt 
very supportive of Anne and doing the archive, and the filming. The archive gave Anne a sense 
of purpose, and an escape from the illness that was taking over. She was a woman who loved to 
work, and she needed a job to do.
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Although I didn’t really think about it at the time, I think the priority was always our friendship. 
The priority wasn’t making the archive perfect, or making the film. I never pushed her with 
filming, or pushed her to talk about things she didn’t want to talk about. I always asked her what 
she wanted to do. She was definitely the boss. And I think that because of that long time we 
spent together, often not filming, the intimacy of that bond comes through in the film.

Anne was a lot of things, she had many careers - but it was her writing that I loved. It was always 
so grand and colourful, just like she was. I found a notepad, flicked it open, and she had written 
about Alzheimer’s. A couple of pages, just a stream of consciousness…and she had no memory 
of writing it. Amongst all her notepads, we could have easily never stumbled upon it.  Originally, 
we thought maybe the film would be about her writing about Alzheimer’s. But she had lost that 
ability to sit and write prose. But she could still read, and perform her words, and I wanted to 
show how magnificent that was.

This film is about Anne’s very personal experience of packing up her life, but also there is the 
universal experience, the turning point into the last stage of your life. I wanted the archive to feel 
like Anne’s memory - which includes memories specific to her, but also those grand narratives in 
all people’s lives. Our memories are a mix of the personal and the universal, and so I sought 
archive from a range of places to create this kind of tapestry of what it is to grow old.

People can access Anne’s records at the NLA: and she didn’t put restrictions on access.  
Personal archives breakdown the official events of our history, and make them personal - and 
much can be revealed in that.  We may have boxed it up, but there is much in that archive is 
remains a mystery.

But we don’t know what people will discover. Anne was many things, and not one thing that 
could be pinned down. And that’s her archive: it will be many things to many different people. 
And Anne was generous enough to let people take a look and make their own calls about her life 
and contribution. The archive continues to live through us, however we choose to use it.

- Sari Braithwaite
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We came across Anne Deveson while making SMUT HOUNDS with director Sari Braithwaite – 
a documentary about David Stratton’s battle with the Australian censors. Anne had written the 
article that inspired the title of that film. Her way with words, and her ability to makes sense of 
Australian society, captured our imagination.

After Sari first met Anne, we knew there would be something special about this new friendship. 
Their combined curiosity and passion for history, people and being downright silly sparked the 
impetus to make this film. Anne needed help packing up her 85-year paper trail and Sari has an 
appetite for trawling through archives. This process provided the perfect vehicle to explore 
Anne’s life and the contemporary relevance of her story. 

Anne Deveson was an incredible woman, inspiring us all to question, examine, and seek 
adventure in our lives. In her work as a journalist, filmmaker, author and commentator she was 
wholly curious and empathetic to her subjects. She showed us how to be interested in the wider 
world, and what it meant to deal with the consequences. Her approach to writing and life and 
her willingness to expose her flaws and reach for the truth in every circumstance made her 
unique.

The challenge was trying to condense her immense contribution into a single film. She was 
significant for a multitude of reasons and it’s impossible to summarise her extraordinary life - so 
this became the essence of Paper Trails. We all have multiple storylines and they don’t necessarily 
align neatly with what we leave behind.  

We can have a national amnesia when it comes to our stories, particularly stories of incredible 
Australian women. Our patriarchal world ensures that male stories tend to be seen as more 
‘important’, more ‘marketable’ and therefore easier to fund. If it wasn’t for the passion of 
women warriors, Executive Producer Sue Maslin and Mary Crooks AO (Executive Director, 
Victorian Women’s Trust), we wouldn’t have been able to secure finance for this project.
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We would also like to extend huge thanks to our financing partners Film Victoria, the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation, The Sky Foundation, Film Art Media, Documentary Australia 
Foundation, the Australian Film Television & Radio School and Alzheimer’s Australia. Finishing 
the film would not have been possible without their support and encouragement.  

Spending time in Anne’s orbit changed our lives. We hope that by depositing Paper Trails to sit 
alongside her archive at the National Library of Australia, she will change the outlook of 
generations to come. The story of Anne Deveson’s life is one of hope and resilience, about 
opening our hearts and minds to change. Her extraordinary life and her contribution is one that 
should not be forgotten. 

-Katia Nizic & Britt Arthur
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When Sari Braithwaite walked into my office a little over a year ago and showed producer Katia 
Nizic and I the interviews she conducted with Anne Deveson, I was completely taken aback by 
the power, honesty and wisdom of Anne's story. Made all the more poignant by the fact that 
time was running out for Anne to tell her story.

Like so many people, I was only partially aware of the breadth and reach of Anne in her many 
roles over the years and always in awe of her capacity to connect meaningfully with people about 
things that mattered to her. But it was a great privilege to be invited by the filmmaker into her 
world in the year she was faced with the daunting task of packing up her papers for the National 
Library of Australia. This was only made possible through the intelligence, commitment and 
hard work that Sari brought to her relationship with Anne during their time together archiving 
Anne's vast collection.

Documentary films live and die on access and the quality of the relationship between the 
director and the subject of the film. Sari delivers both and the film reveals a complex portrait of 
courage and truth. I am enormously proud of being involved with this film.

- Sue Maslin
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Alzheimer’s disease is a physical brain disease that causes dementia, resulting in impaired 
memory, thinking and behaviour. It is named after Alois Alzheimer, the German doctor 
who first described it in 1907. It is a progressive dementia – caused by the progressive 
degeneration of brain cells.

This brain degeneration affects memory, thinking skills, emotions, behaviour and mood. 
As a result, a person’s ability to carry out daily activities becomes impaired, and as the 
disease progresses, symptoms worsen.

As Alzheimer’s affects different areas of the brain, specific functions or abilities are lost. 
Memory of recent events is often the first to be affected, but as the disease progresses, 
long-term memory is also lost. The disease also affects many of the brain’s other 
functions and consequently language, attention, judgement and many other aspects of 
behaviour are affected.
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Alzheimer’s disease is a physical brain disease that causes dementia, resulting in impaired 
memory, thinking and behaviour. It is named after Alois Alzheimer, the German doctor 
who first described it in 1907. It is a progressive dementia – caused by the progressive 
degeneration of brain cells.

This brain degeneration affects memory, thinking skills, emotions, behaviour and mood. As 
a result, a person’s ability to carry out daily activities becomes impaired, and as the disease 
progresses, symptoms worsen.

As Alzheimer’s affects different areas of the brain, specific functions or abilities are lost. 
Memory of recent events is often the first to be affected, but as the disease progresses, 
long-term memory is also lost. The disease also affects many of the brain’s other functions 
and consequently language, attention, judgement and many other aspects of behaviour are 
affected.

For the person experiencing the symptoms, the very nature of the changes within the brain 
may mean that he or she is unable to recognise that there are any changes. The rate of 
progression varies greatly from person to person. However, the symptoms will get worse 
and the disease does lead eventually to complete dependence and finally death. The average 
time a person lives with Alzheimer’s is 7 to 10 years, but this varies greatly from person to 
person.

At present there is no cure for Alzheimer’s and no treatment that can stop the disease 
progressing. However, there are medications available that can help stabilise or slow the 
decline in memory and thinking abilities for a time.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Alzheimer’s Australia offers support, information, education and counselling. Contact the 
National Dementia Helpline on 1800 100 500, or visit the website - fightdementia.org.au
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SARI BRAITHWAITE | DIRECTOR

Sari Braithwaite is a filmmaker with a passion for history and film. In 2014 her first music 
video My Hometown screened Opening Night of the St Kilda Film Festival. In 2015, her 
short documentary SMUT HOUNDS screened at BFI London, MIFF, SFF, and Adelaide 
Film Festival before being broadcast on ABC2 and Qantas. She was the recipient of the 
2015 AFTRS Creative Fellowship, and is working with Executive Producer Robert Connolly 
to create an experimental work exploring censorship and spectatorship.

In addition to her own practice, Sari has also worked as a professional researcher on a wide 
variety of film and television documentaries (We Don’t Need A Map, Hannah Gadsby’s Nude, 
Hold Out) and continues to work in history and sociology. 
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KATIA NIZIC | PRODUCER

Katia Nizic is a producer at Generator Pictures, graduating 
from the Australian Film Television and Radio School 
(Producing) in 2012. She worked as Producer's Assistant to Sue 
Maslin of Film Art Media from 2013 - 2016 across all projects, 
including The Dressmaker. She has a background in writing, 
editing, and publishing and recently completed a Producers' 
Attachment on SBS drama series, Sunshine.

Between 2012 and 2015, Katia produced six short films, of 
which Violent Florence had its World Premiere at SXSW Film 

BRITT ARTHUR  | PRODUCER

Britt Arthur is a producer, director and programmer who is 
fascinated by true stories and what they reveal about the world. 
Her projects across the documentary and factual sector have 
been selected for several prestigious film festivals including 
IDFA, Sydney Film Festival, MIFF and the BFI London Film 
Festival. Britt’s films have also been recognised with ADG, IF 
Award and ATOM Award wins and nominations. Alongside 
this she has worked across several high profile television series 
including Grand Designs Australia, The Life Series, The Force and 
Who Do You Think You Are?
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Festival (2014) and toured dozens of festivals internationally, including Melbourne International Film 
Festival (2014).  

Her latest short Tough & Cookie had its World Premiere at the Academy Qualifying 2015 Heartland Film 
Festival and its Australian Premiere at the 2016 Flickerfest International Short Film Festival.
Katia is in development on a dramedy online series, Homecoming Queens, which SBS On-Demand has 
commissioned to shoot in November 2017. She is also in development with producer Emma Dockery 
of Generator Pictures on the feature film adaptation of Charlotte Wood’s critically acclaimed novel, The 
Natural Way of Things.

She has also held roles as CEO / Director of the Australian International Documentary Conference 
(AIDC), features programmer for the Human Rights & Arts Film Festival, founder / director of Doco 
Club and producer of Tim Minchin’s breakout Melbourne International Comedy Festival stage show 
Dark Side.  In 2016 Britt was an inaugural recipient of a Film Victoria-Natalie Miller Fellowship for 
Women in Leadership. 



SUE MASLIN | EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
 

Sue Maslin is one of Australia's most successful film, 
television and digital content producers with a track record 
of creating award winning feature and documentary films. 
Her most recent is the smash hit The Dressmaker, starring 
Kate Winslet and Judy Davis. It grossed more than $20 
million at the box office and garnered the highest number 
of nominations at the 2015 Australian Academy Awards, 
winning five including the coveted People's Choice Award 
for Favourite Australian Film.

Feature credits include Road To Nhill, winner of 2003 Best 
Feature Film at Thessaloniki International Film Festival; 
Japanese Story, winner of 2003 AFI Award for Best Feature 
Film and Hunt Angels, winner of the 2006 AFI Award for 
Best Feature Documentary Film.
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Sue’s outstanding 35-year contribution to the Australian screen industry has been recognised in 
numerous ways. She was appointed Adjunct Professor of the School of Media & Communication at 
RMIT University and in 2012 received the inaugural Jill Robb Award for Outstanding Leadership, 
Achievement and Service to the Victorian Screen Industry. Reflecting her commitment to advocacy 
for women, Sue is currently a Patron of Women In Film and Television and the President of the 
Natalie Miller Fellowship, an organisation dedicated to inspiring leadership and increasing the 
participation of women in the screen industry.



PATRICK McCABE| FILM EDITOR  

Patrick has been working in the drama and documentary cutting rooms of Melbourne 
since 2006. In 2014 he was nominated for Best Editing in a Short Film (for Rabbit) at the 
Australian Screen Editors Guild Awards.
 
His credits include feature films Exit (2011), The Mule (additional editor, 2014), and 
international festival-favourite short films First Contact (2012) and The Disappearance of 
Willie Bingham 

MUNRO MELANO | COMPOSER  

Munro Melano is a Melbourne based singer-song writer, and composer. He has 
collaborated with Sari Braithwaite on a number of projects, including the music video My 
Hometown, and short documentary SMUT HOUNDS, which screened at BFI London, 
MIFF, SFF, and Adelaide Film Festival before being broadcast on ABC2 and streamed on 
Qantas. His debut full length album as a solo artist is due out early 2018.

 
LACHLAN HARRIS | SOUND DESIGNER

With an ever-growing palette of award winning projects, Lachlan’s uniquely original, 
concise and innovative soundtracks are capturing the attention of content creators and 
audiences alike. 
Working with both established and up and coming directors and producers across a 
variety of mediums, his work is being heard worldwide. Manipulating new technology, 
capturing unique recordings are all in a day’s work! Recent credits include Sweet Country, 
The Opposition and War Machine.
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Writer & Director
SARI BRAITHWAITE

 
Producers

KATIA NIZIC & BRITT ARTHUR
 

Executive Producer
SUE MASLIN

 
Film Editor

PATRICK McCABE
 

Sound Designer
LACHLAN HARRIS

 
Composer

MUNRO MELANO

AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
and

GENERATOR PICTURES
persent

In association with
FILM VICTORIA

End Credits
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Featuring in order of appearance
 
 
 

Production Accountant
 

Cinematography
Additional Cinematography

 
Design/Art Direction

Art Assistant
 

Legals
 
 

Post-Production Scripts
 

Post Production Facility
Online Editor

Colourist
 

Sound Recordists
 

Music Mixer
Re-recording Mixer

 
Archival Research

Archival Footage & Audio

 
 
 
 

ANNE DEVESON
SARI BRAITHWAITE
TERRY YULE
 
JACKIE FLETCHER
 
SARI BRAITHWAITE
CAROLYN CONSTANTINE
JAMES ARNEMAN
D JOY ALCAUSIN
LAUREN BRANCH
 
JULIA ADAMS
SHIFF & CO.
 
REBECCA YAU
 
POST LAB IO
DARIUS FAMILY
NICHOLAS HOWER
 
SARI BRAITHWAITE
CRAIG ROSSIE
JOEL WOOLF
LACHLAN HARRIS, FOLKLORE SOUND & MUSIC
 
SARI BRAITHWAITE
ANGUS JOHNSTONE
 
National Film & Sound Archive
Researcher: Siobhan Dee

Anne Deveson Estate
Footage supplied courtesy of Seven Network. (Australia) All rights reserved.
Australian Broadcasting Corporation Library Sales
World Vision Australia
National Press Club
Footage from Tonight with Bert Newton; The Midday Show with Ray Martin 
provided courtesy of Nine Network Australia
Mike Walsh Show, courtesy Hayden Productions
The Opening of the New Building for the
Australian Film Television and Radio School (1988), courtesy
AFTRS Distribution.
"Who Killed Jenny Langby", 1974,  permission courtesy SAFC 
& Umbrella Entertainment
Not in Front of the Kids (2003) Britt Arthur
Michelle Crane and the Crane Family
Leon Isackson
Ross King
Shell Australia
SBS, The Book Show, 1992, Episode 5 - featuring Anne Deveson, 
courtesy SBS Archives
Size 10 (1978), Courtesy of Susan Lambert and Sarah Gibson
Women's Electoral Lobby
Wooden Wealth, 1954; Australian Biography Series 10: Anne Deveson Outtakes 
Master 9; Australian Biography Series 10: Anne Deveson Outtakes Master 12 - 
Footage Supplied by the National Film and Sound Archive of Australia's 
Film Australia Collection
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Archival images

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Writing

Locations
 
 
 
 

Publicity
 
 
 

Investment Manager, Producer Equity Program
 
 

Development and Investment Manager
 

Executive Producer and Series Producer at ABC TV Compass 
 

We Aim to Please (1976) Robin Laurie and Margot Nash
Mr S.W Gadsden: Gadsden Family Home Movie Collection, ACMI
Ah My Sister (1974) Marlene Matteson, Courtesy of Matteson Family
 

Anne Deveson Estate
State Library of Victoria
State Library of New South Wales, PXA 465
Uncle Lyle Roberts  Nimbin 1983, © Juno Gemes/Licensed by Viscopy, 2017
Mrs Virginia Giagouvakis (96) sings at Lambs restaurant in Carlton to celebrate 
the Greek Easter / Fairfax Syndication
Chinese born Cuiyu Hu who is the age of 104 years old, has lived in Australia 
for the last ten years / Fairfax Syndication
Penny Tweedie, Faith Bandler, Courtesy of Ben Tweedie, 
supplied by Mitchell Library NSW
Mervyn Bishop, Elderly lady drinking at a pub on the eve of its closure, 
supplied by National Library of Australia
Juno Gemes, Uncle Lyle Roberts Nimbin 1983, Licensed by Viscopy, 2017
Georgia Metaxas, Men on Deck of Boat, supplied by State Library Of Victoria
Govaert Flinck, An old man at a casement, 1646
Giorgione, la vecchia, 1506
Albert Anker, Die Andacht des Grossvaters, 1893
 
Anne Deveson, Resilience Audio Book, 2004, reproduced with permission of 
Allen & Unwin and ABC Audio Books
Anne Deveson, Coming of Age Reading, 1994, reproduced with permission of 
Scribe Publications

Anne Deveson's home; Clovelly, NSW, Australia.
The filmmakers would like to acknowledge the Traditional
Custodians of the land on which this film was produced,
and pay respect to elders past and present.
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